tice. The volume of a primitive cell of this lattice is an integral multiple C of the corresponding value for the crystal lattice. The crystal translation lattice 1 can always be mapped onto lattice 2 by a rotation. The inultiplicity C depends on the rotation and, in general, also on the axial ratio.
For lattices of any symmetry there is a connection between coincideilce orientations and the matrix R describing the rotation in a primitive basis i.e. a basis with axes spanning a primitive cell of the lattice. Coincidence orientations correspond to matrices R with rational elements; C is given by the C-Theorem: The multiplicity C is the least positive integer such thak CR and CB.-' are integral matrices.
For rhombohedral lattices a primitive basis G , G, can be chosen such that the 3 axes have the same length and that the 3 pairs of axes enclose the same angle a, 
Conversely, if (6) is satisfied then R has rational elements if in addition either T is rational or U = V = W or in = U + V + W = 0. If T is rational then it can be written as T = v/p where p and v are integers satisfying gcd(p, 11) = 1 .
(7) Instead of using the C-Theorem, Doni, Fanides and Bleris [l] assumed that C is the least positive integer such that CR is an integral matrix. Also this leads in many but not all cases to the correct result. A counterexample is the rotation R obtained by choosing (r, m, U, V, W) = (13/49,15,11,4, -10) in (3) and (5)) Also an explicit formula for C has been derived for rhombohedral lattices, called the C-rhomb Theorein [2] . It makes use of a 4-axes coordinate system: . Equation (7) (11); their multiplicities depend on c/n. Common rotations are common to rhombohedral lattices with any axial ratio; specific rota.t,ions are a.ssociated with a specific value r of the axial ratio c/a. If the experimental value re of c / a slight,ly tleviat,es from r then the coincidence of symmetry translations in the 2 lattices is only approxima.te for a, specific rota,tion whereas one always has & coincidence for common rotations.
Low energy boundaries can be expected between grains in a common orientation with a small value of C or in a specific orientation if C is small and re = r . If re # r then the boundary must contain secondary dislocations in order to locally preserve the structure of a coincidence boundary. The minimum density of dislocations is related to the deformation parameters of Bonnet and Durand 131: Choose a cell Ml of lattice 1 and a cell Mz of lattice 2 that coincide if re = r and which both have volumes C times larger than the volume of a primitive cell of either lattice. 
and E = Asin@ , i.e. E is the product of a factor depending only on the specific rota.tion and a factor clepentling only 011 the relative deviation of the axial ratios.
The following lower bound for the multiplicity of specific rotations as a f~unction of 11 and p can be derived from (13):
E 2 6 1 3 if p and p are odd, C 2 6 1 3 otherwise.
This bound can be used to compute tables of all specific coincidence rot.ations ~vith c / a in a given interval and multiplicity up to a given value C,.
A given relative orientation of 2 grains can be described by different rot,ations clue to the trigonal sym~netry of the rhombol~edral lattice. These rotations form an equivalence class. Exactly one rotation in each class, called the representative { n z u v .~~) , satisfies the conditions: All classes of common rotations and many classes of specific rotations contaiil rotations by 180'. The last column of Tables 1 to 3 gives the Miller-Bravais indices of the planes perpendicular to those axes of 180"-rotations that lie in the SST. Only one among the specific classes in Tables 1 allcl 3 The representatives have the form (n200.w). type. In both cases, the most common types of twins are the basal twin with twin plane (00.1) and the rhombohedral twin with a (01.2) plane [7, 8] . The description of these twins by the coincidence rotations (c)3 in Table 1 and (15,3)T1 in Table 2 makes it possible to predict the possihle Burgers vectors of dislocations in the twin plane. They are vectors of short length of the D S c lattice. This lattice can be defined as the coarsest lattice that contains lattices 1 and 2 (whereas the coincidence lattice is the finest lattice contained in lattices 1 and 2). If V, VC and VD denote the volumes of primitive cells of crystal lattice 1 (and 2), ~oincidence lattice and DSC lattice one has
Burgers vectors of dislocations in twin boundaries have been determined experimentally in [Q] for basal twins and in [l01 for basal and rhombohedral twins. They have the predicted form. A multiplicity C = 8 instead of 7 was proposed in [8] for the rhombohedral twin because systematic tables of all possible coincidence orientations were not available [10] . For the'same reason, TEM observations on a-A1203 were interpreted in [l11 using tables for hexagonal lattices. These observatiorls have been revisited on the basis of the present results ([12] , see also [5] and [13] ).
Networks of dislocations are expected in a grain boundary if the rotation connecting the two adjacent grains is a specific rotation because of the mismatch due to the difference between re and r . Adrlitional dislocations are expected if the rotation slightly deviates from a specific or coinmon rotation. This explains why Shiue and Phillips [l01 always found dislocations in the boundary of rhoinbol~eclral twins but only sometimes for basal twins.
Brandon [l41 estimated that the structure of a coincidence boundary will locally be preserved in cubic materials as long as the angle Od of the deviation froin a coinciclellce orientation sa.tisfies
It was suggested in [l21 to use this criterion also to discuss the distributioil of rela.t.ive orientations in corundum. If the grains are oriented at random then one expects 0.57% low angle l>oundaries, i.e. boundaries satisfying (22) S. Lartigue found [5] that the frequency of such special boundaries was compatible with the expected value for pure a-A1203 and for low angle and common boundaries in a-A1203 doped with 500 ppm of MgO. She analysed 56 boundaries in the doped a-A1203, 23 in as pressed samples and 33 in deformed samples [12] ; 3+5=8 among them were high angle boundaries of the specific type definecl above, i.e.
14 times more than exwected for a random distribution. She observed a. network of dislocations in G aillong these 8 boundaries. It is concluded that certain high angle coincidence boundaries are highly favored in a-A1203 doped with small amounts of MgO. Table 3 gives all classes of specific rotations with C 5 3 for arbitrary values of r . A table exteiicled to C < 5 but without the value of sin@ will appear in [16] . The lattices having specific rotations with C = 1 show even cubic symmetry. The lattice with r = fi = 2.4495 is face-centred cubic, the one with r = &/2 primitive cubic and the one with r = &/4 body-centred cubic. A rotation that generates a coincidence lattice in one of the cubic lattices generates coincidence lattices with the same multiplicity also in the other two [cf. 171. The rhombohedral symmetry rotations and the specific rotations with C = 1 of a cubic lattice correspond together to the cubic symmetry rotations. The common class (c)3 and the three specific classes 3a, 3bl and 3bz of a cubic lattice correspond together to the cubic equivalence class with C = 3. The splitting of cubic equivalence classes into rl~oml~ol~edral ones has to be considered in order to interprete special grain boundaries in rl~ombohedml materials with re close to the value r of one of the cubic lattices.
The classes in Table 3 a.ppear in pairs with axial ratios r , r' satisfying This is a consequence of the reciprocity theorem [18] , which can be formulated as follou-S. "If a rotation of a lattice A generates a coincidence lattice Ac then the same rotation applied to lattice A', reciprocal to A, generates a DSc lattice Ab, reciprocal to Ac." Two rhombohedral lattices satisfying (23) are reciprocal to each other up to a dimensional constant. It follows then from the recil~rocity tlieorenl and (21) that the two specific classes of a pair contain the same rotations. 
